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Revel Cracked Version is an easy-to-use, portable video encoding library. It doesn't require much from the user. It provides several input/output formats for your convenience. It supports the most important video format standards of today. Its design and development philosophy are based on the fundamentals of simplicity and portability. Revel makes it trivial to encode high-quality video.
Revel runs on most UNIX-like platforms. It can be built and run using CMake. Revel is licensed under the GNU GPL License. Revel API: · Getting started guide: · API documentation: · Official website: REAL REVEL API: · · WEB/DIY VIDEOS: · Amazon Store: · published:27 Sep 2012 views:5198 Michael Duncan explains how to use the Linux utility mp4box to easily convert between
the different containers used in a video. He shows how to use it on Windows, Mac OSX, and Linux. The first ever glimpse at our new website has arrived! Alan 'DRP' Davies explains to Alan McGovern how we got the domain name 'up', what the website is like, and how you can use Revel. Support the show by donating here: Follow us on social media: Facebook: Twitter: Instagram: Email

our writers: senoreply@deleteme.tv Revel (the Really Easy Video Encoding Library) is a library designed to be the simplest and shortest path between your application and high-quality well-compressed video output. Revelmakes it trivial to output MPEG-4-compressed AVI files from any C/C++
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Revel (the Really Easy Video Encoding Library) is a library designed to be the simplest and shortest path between your application and high-quality well-compressed video output. Revel makes it trivial to output MPEG-4-compressed AVI files from any C/C++ application. Any program that generates a series of successive images (e.g. video games, 3D graphics applications, media players,
animation packages) can use Revel to output a compressed AVI video, without having to know hardly anything about the overwhelming esoterica of video encoding. Revel is implemented in C++, but the public API is in plain old C for maximum compatibility. Here are some key features of "Revel": · The most straightforward video encoding library the author has ever seen. · High-quality,

high-compression MPEG-4 video encoding based on the XviD codec (translation: Revel makes really pretty, really small videos that most people can watch without downloading special software). · Free · Supports both 24 and 25 FPS output · Supports a built-in image browser; all your images from the program that you use to generate your video sequence are loaded and displayed to the user
automatically. · Supports Keyframes (keyframes are meant to be stored at arbitrary spots in the video), so you can easily add cheats to your game and play without the video synching to your sound. · Supports full, 24-bit image output in raw RGBA format, so you can play with the video you've generated. · Supports full, 24-bit image output in YCbCr 4:2:2 format for convenience. · Supports
scaling of the whole video to any size while maintaining video quality. You can even grow the images on the fly and encode the new image while retaining the previous one. · Supports low-delay encoding, so you can add frame "skips" to your video without any hitches. · Supports "raw video", which is converted to an AVI file by passing it directly to the AVI encoder, without any of the extra

video formats or video flags that many encoders require. · Supports high-quality lossless JPEG compression, so you can create a file that is as good as a scanned image without the added expense and inconvenience of scanning the images yourself. The lossy compression mode is completely optional. · Supports high-quality H.264 compression (basically, Xvid compressed using 09e8f5149f
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Revel (the Really Easy Video Encoding Library) is a library designed to be the simplest and shortest path between your application and high-quality well-compressed video output. Revelmakes it trivial to output MPEG-4-compressed AVI files from any C/C++ application. Any program that generates a series of successive images (e.g. video games, 3D graphics applications, media players,
animation packages) can use Revel to output a compressed AVI video, without having to know hardly anything about the overwhelming esoterica of video encoding. Revel is implemented in C++, but the public API is in plain old C for maximum compatibility. Here are some key features of "Revel": · The most straightforward video encoding library the author has ever seen. · High-quality,
high-compression MPEG-4 video encoding based on the XviD codec (translation: Revel makes really pretty, really small videos that most people can watch without downloading special software). · Free What's New - Reordered the code to allow for in-line templating - Tweaked the build system slightly - Added a VS2008-style license - Moved the xvidwrapper interface to the
xvidwrapper.cpp file - Added several NEW features to the middleware - Added a test application (running the test program requires the "Revel" package) - Made a few small fixes What's New - Reordered the code to allow for in-line templating - Tweaked the build system slightly - Added a VS2008-style license - Moved the xvidwrapper interface to the xvidwrapper.cpp file - Added several
NEW features to the middleware - Added a test application (running the test program requires the "Revel" package) - Made a few small fixes History - Reordered the code to allow for in-line templating - Tweaked the build system slightly - Added a VS2008-style license - Moved the xvidwrapper interface to the xvidwrapper.cpp file - Added several NEW features to the middleware - Added
a test application (running the test program requires the "Revel" package) - Made a few small fixes License Revel (the Really Easy Video Encoding Library) is a library designed to be the simplest and shortest path between your application and high-quality well

What's New in the Revel?

Revel uses an optimized video encoder named XviD. XviD uses little CPU power and also has the advantage of being very small (~10KB for the actual encoder, and less for the decoder). XviD is derived from the open source Xvid codec, but while Xvid has several speed optimizations, XviD also uses improved algorithms (with faster code). More than that, XviD is the only video encoder
supporting byte-aligned packets (this allows for different optimizations, e.g. it makes the decoder more branch-free). Revel supports XviD 1.0rc3, which improves on Xvid by adding a better support for IDCT and discrete cosine transform. Revel can produce 640x480 video at half the bitrate of Xvid (1.3MB), or 1024x768 video at almost the same rate (1.7MB). More presets are available,
including full-screen. To use revel with an XviD decoder, you'll need to make sure that the XviD binary is in the same directory as revel. Revel library: Revel library is written in C/C++. This means that it works on most platforms, including UNIX and Microsoft platforms. Revel made by: The Revel project was originally written by Stephen Murray (sb@volare.com). Since June '03, the
developer of this project is David Tarboton (dare@dtt.name). Revel version: Revel 1.0 alpha version (0.1) was released in June '03. It included a very first version of the software: revel_main.cpp - main program to test the library and produce an MPEG-4 file revel_test.cpp - simple template program to test the library switcher.cpp - a simple switcher for the test program poster.cpp - a simple
poster to test the generator serialize.cpp - a simple program to output a PNG file with the raw H.264 frames It also included the very basic librevel.so library, which could be used to link Revel with libraries like libxvid. Revel now has two major versions, one for production releases and one for development/debugging releases. For the current (production) version of Revel, please follow the
instructions at the official project page: 1. Download the source code 2.
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System Requirements For Revel:

Windows: OS: Windows XP or higher Processor: 1.8 GHz Core 2 Duo or equivalent Memory: 1 GB RAM (2 GB recommended) Graphics: 2D graphics card with 256 MB or more Hard Drive: 20 GB DirectX: Version 9.0c Internet: Broadband Internet connection Sound Card: Sound Card (optional) Additional Notes: Rift: Game engine/game executable not included Anti-Virus
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